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Tax Revenue Monthly Report (TRMR) reflects the monthly level and evolution of taxes yield managed by 
Spanish Tax Agency (A.E.A.T.) on behalf of the Central Government and the Local Authorities (Regional 
Governments called “Autonomous Communities” and Town Councils or “Municipalities” inside the common fiscal 
territory).  

1. Cash method to measure revenue. 

TRMR tax revenue is presented as cash and net yield (gross receipts minus refunds). The net measure explains 
the emergence of negative figures in some months.   

For a more accurate reading, the rates of TRMR tables are subject to some limits. Thus, the sign of PIT annual 
return or net VAT rates is inverted in order to show their improvement or worsening more clearly. Besides, the 
rate is omitted if it is the result of an undefined or undetermined expression, or if the increase/fall is extravagant 
because one of the figures compared is too small. 

2. Budget Non-financial receipts scope. 

Budget field of tax revenue managed by A.E.A.T. includes: 

 Personal Income Tax, Corporation Tax and Non-Residents Income Tax, as well as other direct taxes 
belonging to Chapter I of the Budget. Insurance and pensions fund contributions from public officials are 
excluded; 

 Value Added Tax, Excise Taxes and other indirect taxes contained in Chapter II of the Budget; 

 Fees, Levies and other Chapter III receipts, comprising surcharges, interests and penalties. 

Monthly and yearly non-financial revenue evolution (Chapters I to VII of State Revenue Budget) can be consulted 
on line in “General Intervention Board of State Administration” (I.G.A.E.) web.  

Revenue managed by A.E.A.T. means more than eighty seven per cent of State total non-financial revenue, 
before subtracting Local Authorities share. 

3. Territorial funding system. 

Autonomous Communities and Municipalities share on total tax revenue is about 40% in the last years and it 
is carried out through:  

 Twelve equal payments on account of final year yield of assigned taxes. 

 The final settlement of year T-2 paid in year T (July). 
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4. Homogeneous Tax Revenue. 

Homogeneous Tax Revenue is obtained amending the distorting factors that make difficult the comparison of 
current year revenue figures with those of the same period in the previous year. The effects usually amended are: 

a) Large public withholders’ payment delays; 

b) Changes in taxes self-assessments procedures; 

c) Endorsement of new taxes affecting one single year;  

d) Taxes removal; 

e) Different refunds schedules in each of the compared years. 

5. Quarterly series of tax bases and accrued taxes yield. 

Quarterly series of tax bases and accrued taxes yield are published together with TRMR in February, April, July 
and October. The target is to make easier the analysis of tax revenue evolution through the information about the 
bases on which taxes are worked out and through the measure of yield following the accrual period (accrued 
revenue, instead of cash revenue). Tax bases and accrued revenue allows a more accurate taxes effective rates 
estimate, since they are not distorted by the gap between the period in which the tax is calculated and the period 
in which the tax is actually paid. 

Tax bases and accrued revenue are estimated from the data contained in self-assessments and informative 
forms submitted by tax payers. 

Bases are estimated for the four main tax items: PIT (gross households’ income), CT (consolidated corporation 
tax base), VAT (spending subject to VAT) and Excise taxes (monetary value of consumptions, instead of physical 
units, in order to obtain an aggregate total base). 

To work out the accrued revenue, for each form are added together the following keys: receipts (including tax 
current account receipts), deferments, requests for compensation of fiscal debts, inability to pay, and finally public 
outlays that, at the same time, are fiscal receipts. Then, from this gross accrued receipts are subtracted the keys 
of refunds claims (including tax current account refunds) to obtain accrued net taxes figure. The exceptions are, 
on one hand, PIT and CT annual returns because they are collected one year later. So, the current accrued taxes 
series published together with TRMR include an estimate of annual returns worked out from bases and 
withholdings. On the other hand, there is another exception in “Period VAT”, which is the accrued VAT reference 
variable: it is a measure that approaches output and input VAT and, therefore, it does not depend on how the tax 
is assessed and it is closer to spending subject to VAT. Yet, gross accrued VAT, refunds claims and net accrued 
VAT are calculated too following the most widely used criteria. 
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6. Other regular information and monthly tax calendar. 

Besides the usual content, TRMR includes a more detailed analysis of main receipts in some months: 

(1) Large corporations and small businesses receipts evolution (February, April, July and October). 
(2) Bases of the main taxes and accrued tax revenue (February, April, July and October). 
(3) CT instalments (April, October and December). 
(4) PIT annual return (May, June, July, August, September, October and November). 
(5) CT annual return (August).

 More information can be found on the AEAT’s website (clicking Statistics link): 

- Recaudación tributaria (Tax revenue reports, with English translations) 

- Estadísticas por impuesto (Tax statistics: PIT, Property Tax, CT, VAT, tax data on Labour and Pensions, 

motor vehicle tax, excise taxes) 

- Ventas, Empleo y Salarios en las Grandes Empresas (Large Companies Sales, Employment, and Wages 

monthly reports) 

- Comercio exterior (Foreign trade statistics). 
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